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LCB.  Each data record identified the selling store, wine, and number of units (bottles) sold over 26 cycles beginning 

September 20, 2000 and ending September 17, 2002. Demographic, housing, and economic data used were collected by 

the US Census Bureau in 2000 during the Decennial Census.  Economic census data were collected in 1997 during the 

most recent economic census series conducted by the Census Bureau.   
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Abstract 

Wine for home consumption in Pennsylvania is, with the exclusion of winery sales, purchased 

from the state owned monopoly stores.    The flow of wine from its sources, through the 

Pennsylvania monopoly system and to the consumer is tracked in this study.  Volumes and 

values of wine from around the world are compared in the Pennsylvania marketplace.  The 

popularity of many types, varieties, and styles of wine are compared.  Seasonality of consumer 

preference is discussed. 
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Introduction 

In reality, we know little about the actual volumes and values of commodities purchased at 

individual retail locations across large areas.  The flow of many commodities is usually masked in 

the complex product delivery chain and confidential corporate records.  This is not the case for wine 

and spirits in Pennsylvania where all retail wine and spirits transactions are public records.     

This report documents the flow of wine into and throughout Pennsylvania at the dawn of the 

third millennium, and immediately before internet sales became available.  There are three sections.  

The first deals with characterizing the study area.  Section two analyzes the sources of wine made 

available to Pennsylvania consumers by the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board.  The final section 

deals with the spatial and temporal retail distribution of wine by the Liquor Control Board.  In other 

words, section two describes the sources of wine and section three analyzes the retail sales 

distribution of wine. 



 

Part 1: Pennsylvania Alcohol Control system 

The tight control over retail alcohol sales in Pennsylvania (compared to the availability of 

alcohol in most states) provides a radically different experience that most Americans.  In most 

control states only spirituous liquors are controlled, but Pennsylvania controls both wine and liquor.  

In control states, only state employees work in the retail outlets. “Annual statistical data clearly 

shows that per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages is significantly lower in control states.”
2
   

The system shaped the behavior and proclivities of wine (and spirits) consumption in very 

specific ways.  Before 1980 the State Stores (as the retail outlets were called then) were operated as 

a dispensary.  One walked up to the counter and requested their choice from a booklet.  The clerk 

stepped into the back room and emerged with your request.  Each store maintained a broad 

selection, but the customer had to be knowledgeable or adventurous.   

The mid-1970s policy shift transformed the State Stores into a more typical retail store 

where consumers select items off the shelf.  The transformation increased consumer knowledge 

which could now come from labels.  Today, unlike wine and spirits stores in most other states each 

Pennsylvania retail outlet has a substantial selection of products, is spacious, clean, and run by 

informed professionals.  They are also few in number because the state operates them on a one-per 

–community basis. 

All wines and liquors sold in Pennsylvania are first purchased by Pennsylvania Liquor 

Control Board from its sole distributor, Southern Wine and Spirits.  Southern and the PaLCB 

determine which wines Pennsylvanians can purchase.  If Pennsylvania decides that it does not wish 
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to „do business‟ with a particular vintner, then their wines are not available in the whole of 

Pennsylvania.  Fortunately, the PaLCB is a beneficent administrator seeking to provide diverse 

products from around the world.   

As an organization directed to control the distribution of alcoholic beverages 

“the PLCB has always maintained the position that its primary objective is to 

protect the public welfare, health, peace, and morals of the people of the 

Commonwealth by controlling the manufacture of, and the transactions in, liquor, 

alcohol and the malt or brewed beverages.”
3
   

 

In the fiscal year ending June 27, 2000 Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board gross sales were 

$1,083,330,579; wine sales represented about 40% of that figure. During that period, stores 

generated an additional $268,349,792 in state tax revenue.  Philadelphia and Allegheny counties 

each generated over six million dollars in local sales tax revenue.  In FY 1999, gross sales were 

$1,002,008,279.   Aside from the taxes generated, the PLCB is run as a non-profit organization  

During the two year study period, Pennsylvanians purchased 84,447,539 units of wine, 

nearly ten times the number of adults in the state. The total value of these wines was $864,509,932.  

Of these, 71,618,333 units were purchased by individuals at one of the 643 state owned retail 

outlets.  This represents average sales of 55,691 units per retail outlet per annum.  The remaining 

12,829,206 units were purchased for consumption at licensed restaurants and bars. 
4
 Volumetrically, 

the total retail wine purchases were 97,901,932 liters during the study period (50,000,000 liters 

annually).   

In Pennsylvania, as in most states, alcoholic beverages are categorized based on 

consumption and composition.  Retail for on-site consumption (restaurants, saloons and bars) and 

retail for later consumption (bottle shops) are differentially regulated.  Each has numerous social 
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 Pennsylvania wineries are permitted to sell their own products at their winery site.  Data on these sales are not 

included in this analysis. 



connotations, implications, and liability.  The mission statement of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control 

Board,  

“To provide regulation over the beverage alcohol industry in 

Pennsylvania in a fair and consistent manner...  

To provide the best service to our customers through modern, 

convenient outlets, superior product selection, and competitive 

prices in a controlled environment...  

To provide factual information on alcohol and its effects through 

a comprehensive alcohol education program...”
5
 

 

The PaLCB is the commonwealth‟s cash cow. Pennsylvania has integrated the profits of 

alcohol sales and licensing into many state agencies making privatization difficult.  Note the 

integration into all levels and many aspects of government in the following passage.  

 

“For the fiscal year 2001-02, the board's profit transfer amounted to 

$120,000,000, while the 6% Sales Tax, collected by the PLCB, produced 

another $66,643,056, and the 18% Emergency Tax generated an additional 

$171,228,909. These figures together represented revenues to the State of 

$357,871,965. 

In addition to this almost $358,000,000 in profits and taxes, the board 

provided $1,716,075 to the Department of Health for drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation programs, $16,924,118 to the Pennsylvania State Police for 

operating expenses for liquor control enforcement, and $3,264,385 to 

Philadelphia and Allegheny counties for the 1% local sales tax which is 

collected in conjunction with the state sales tax in those areas. In addition, 

$4,620,240 was returned to local municipalities by the board from licensing 

fees, which, by law, are transferred back to the municipalities in which the 

licenses are located. The total contribution from PLCB operations was, 

therefore, $384,396,783.”
6
 

 

The broad distribution of derived funds to state agencies, county, and local governments 

means many have a vested interest in maintaining the state monopoly.   Counties receiving the 1% 
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sales tax do not want privatization either.  To date, the cry for privatization of the state‟s monopoly 

has come from Republican governors (Thornburg, Ridge, and Corbett).  Their calls for privatization 

were quickly taken up in the media hoping for a) an opportunity to manufacture a furor and b) 

because privatization would  result in substantial advertising revenues for them (currently, there are 

no retail ads in Pennsylvania media).  Privatization does not have the support of Pennsylvania 

citizens. 

 Each of Pennsylvania‟s 67 counties has at least one retail center.  Forty-four counties have 

nine or fewer retail outlets. Allegheny County, site of Pittsburgh, has 82 stores; Philadelphia 

County has 71.  The remaining fifteen counties have between eleven and 37 stores.  Table 1 lists 

information on the relationship between population and the number stores in each county. 

In the year 2000, Pennsylvania‟s 12,281,054 residents were served by 643 wine and liquor 

outlets, or one store for each 18, 779 people.  The median was 1:18,445.  In 2000 there were 

8,842,276 Pennsylvanians 21 or over, rendering an adult to store ratio of 1:13,520 at that time.   

In comparison to other states, Pennsylvania‟s ratio of population to retail outlets is very 

high.  These data are not available for all states but a small sample suggests the range of outlets per 

capita. In 2000, Utah‟s ratio was 1:19,939 people per outlet.   In New York State there are “nearly 

70,000 licenses and permits [issued] each year”
7
.  Employing 2000 Census statistics again, the ratio 

of outlets to population in New York was 1:271 (using 70,000 as the denominator).  Washington 

had one license for each 1,238 persons in 1993 and 1120 persons in 2002.   

 

Description of the wine trade in the Study Area 

Within Pennsylvania there is great variability in the county population-to-store ratio.  At the 

lowest end, where there is a single store per county, the average store to population ratio is 



1:30,139.  Adams County represents an outlier within this one store group.  Its ratio is 1:91,292 and 

Forest County the smallest, 1:2,473.  The lowest store to population ratio, 1:12,041, is for those 

counties with four stores per county.  These counties are predominately rural with multiple 

dispersed population centers.  Eight of nine counties with one store each represent the most rural 

places in the Commonwealth.  They are characterized by a single urban center surrounded by 

rugged terrain and forests.  Adams County is anomalous.  In Adams a single store serves 91,292 

people.   

The determining factor in defining the number of stores per county appears to be a function 

of the number of urban centers in the county and not the total population.  

Figure 2 shows the geographic distribution of the 643 stores by county.  Clusters of stores 

are readily apparent in the major urban centers of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.  Also visible are 

store clusters in Erie, (in the northwest), Harrisburg (in the center), and Allentown-Bethlehem-

Easton (in the east).  Less obvious are Johnstown and Williamsport, each the site of several tightly 

clustered stores.  The arc of the Wyoming Valley, home to Wilkes-Barre and Scranton, is also 

plainly visible.  In the northern tier of counties the route of US 9 can be discerned by the line of 

points through their centers.  

Figure 3 shows the inverse of figure 2.  Here we see how far someone must travel to shop 

for wine (or liquor).  The distance to the state stores map shows that 82% of all Pennsylvania land 

area is within ten miles of a state store.  19,436 (43%) square miles of Pennsylvania territory was 

within five miles of a state store.  The few areas that are more than fifteen miles from a state store, 

totaling 7,900 square miles, are found on remote mountaintops.  Only one small fourteen square 

mile corner of Lancaster and Chester Counties, near Oxford, is more than twenty miles from a state 
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store.  Considering population distribution, ninety percent of Pennsylvanians live within five miles 

of a retail outlet. 

Pennsylvania maintains four categories of retail outlets based mostly on the level of wine 

offerings.  The distribution of these can categories is readily visible on Figure 4.   

1) The basic store offers two to three hundred different wines.   

2) The 23 super stores are “extra large upscale regional stores, [they] feature up to 5,000 

items, including super premium wine and spirits.  Special customer amenities include interactive 

customer kiosks and a reference area containing the nation‟s leading wine publications.” 
8
   

3) The fifteen specialty stores “are conveniently situated around the state and offer choice 

products available at all stores, enhanced by a selection of up to 1,000 premium wines and spirits.  

Special customer amenities include a reference area containing the nation‟s leading wine 

publications.
9
”  The super and specialty stores are concentrated in the urban and suburban areas of 

the state. Notable exceptions are located in Mercer, Lycoming, Center, and York counties where 

there are free standing urban centers. 

4) In rural areas, stores may be closed early in the week and have greatly curtailed hours.  

Stores in rural towns like Mount Union, Emporium, and Clymer are closed on Mondays and 

maintain Tuesday through Saturday hours of 10am to 6pm or less.  These rural stores also maintain 

very small inventories and selections. 
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Part 2: Sources of Wine10
 

 The Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board wine sales are concentrated in the thirty wine 

corporations reported on table 2. These thirty beverage corporations combined to sell $669 million 

in wine over the two years studied.  The remaining wineries sold only $170.2 million during the 

study period. Volumetrically, the largest thirty corporations sold 102 million liters while the 

remainder sold only 18 million liters.  By unit, the top 30 sold 68 million units compared to the 16 

million sold by the remainder. 

  Table 2 shows wine sales by corporation within Pennsylvania. In monetary terms the Big 

Three (Constellation $154M, Gallo $108M, and Robert Mondavi $54M) had combined sales of 

$306 million. In liters The Wine Group replaces Robert Mondavi in third place.  These three 

companies sold over 66 million liters, or two-thirds of all wine.  The average price per liter was 

lowest for Wine Group products, $3.48/L.  Constellation had the second lowest average price at 

$4.88/L; followed by Gallo products whose average price was $5.02/L.  At the other extreme are 

the sparkling wines of Louis Vitton Moet Hennessy (LVMH) with average per liter value of $47.11. 

Price comparisons show that the average price per liter for the thirty corporate wines was 

$9.60 while the remainder averaged $13.71/L.  The large corporations control quality, popular 

wines, which accounts for a portion of the $4.11 cost difference.  Some portion of the remainder 

must, of course, pay corporate officials, advertisers and (for many) investors. 
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 Throughout, wine consumption is measured in three dimensions, units, value, and volume. 

A unit of wine is generally a 750ml bottle, but the term may indicate a magnum (1.5L), or even 

larger volumes.  The largest volume unit sold in Pennsylvania is the 5L winebox.  Volume data are 

reported in liters.  Volume data were calculated by multiplying the number of units sold by the 

stated unit volume, in liters.  Time, as described above, is divided into 28 day periods.  Given the 

short duration of the study period, no corrective actions were taken to standardize dollar values. 
 



Wine Sales Summary 

During the study period State Stores sold 102.4 million liters of wine with a retail value of 

$864.5 million dollars.  Specific ratios of domestic to import by wine class are presented in table 

9.3.  During the two year study period, Pennsylvanians purchased 84,447,539 units of wine. Of 

these, 71,618,333 units were purchased at one of the 643 state owned retail outlets.  This represents 

average sales of 55,691 units per retail outlet per annum.  The remaining 12,829,206 units were 

purchased by licensed restaurants and bars for on-site consumption. The remaining wine categories 

sparkling (4%), dessert (3%) and fruit wines (0.5%).   

Of the 102,419,593 liters of wine sold in Pennsylvania during the study period, 79,773,024 

liters were domestically produced and 22,646,304 liters were imported.  There were 59,778,699 

domestic units and 24,668,840 imported units sold during the study period.  Domestic reds 

represent almost half, 48%, of total domestic sales value.  Imported reds, however, represent only 

38% of the imported wines.  Thirty percent of both domestic and import value comes from white 

wines.  The total value of sparkling wine is the only category where import value exceeds domestic 

value, $44 million and $38 million respectively. 

 Per Capita Pennsylvanian purchased an average of 3.98 L of wine each year of the study 

period.  1.97 L of this total were red/pink wines, and 1.15 L were white wines.  On a per capita 

basis, Pennsylvanians acquire 0.7 L of beverage, aperitifs, and kosher wine each year.  

Pennsylvanians are much less likely to purchase sparkling wines than any other type, acquiring an 

average of 0.37 L each year, mostly in December.  Per capita, Pennsylvanians consumed only a few 

drops of fruit wine each. 

 The cost per liter has significant impact on purchase decisions.  The average cost of 

sparkling wines, $18.22 per liter, suggests prohibitive expense for all but the most festive of events.  



On the other extreme, beverage wine, with an average cost of $5.84 per liter are more widely 

consumed, despite their (supposed) low quality.  The average price for red wines $8.07 is $1.20 less 

than the average price of white wines ($9.27)/L.  As we shall see later, low cost red table wines 

from Chile and Italy make this possible. 

 Proportionally, the values for units and liters are very similar. Red wines, represents 46.7% 

of the units, 45.1% of value, and 49.4% of the volume sold.  White wines, represents 30.1% of the 

sales, 30.3% of valuation, and 28.8% of the volume. Sparkling wines have higher valuation per unit 

than other wines.  While only five percent of all wines purchased are sparkling, 9.5 cents of every 

wine dollar are spent on sparkling wines.  Beverage wines display the opposite trend.  17.6% of 

wines purchased are beverage, kosher, or aperitifs but they account for only 11.6 cents of each wine 

dollar. 

A comparison of domestic versus imported wines by major wine grouping is given on table 

3.  Table 3 clearly shows the domestic – import relationship.  Domestic volume is three times 

import volume and domestic value is twice import value.  The ratio of domestic to imported liters 

exceeds 2:1 in all classes, except sparkling wines where it is 3:2.   

The average value of all wines is $8.44/L.  As expected, every class of import is more highly 

valued than its domestic counterpart.  The per unit ratio prices for domestic wines, $7.38, is less 

than twice the average value of imported wines, $12.18.   There is little difference between the 

average cost of domestic and imported beverage wines.  Domestic sparkling wines are valued at a 

average of $9.77 less than imported sparkling wines.  Dessert wines had the highest ratio of 

domestic to import; 9:1 in terms of volume.  The ratio between domestic and import by value is 

only 3:1.   Domestic dessert wines tend to consist of low value wines (average price $5.32) while 

imported dessert wines are of very high value (average price $21.87).   



Imported Wines 

 Taking a more refined look at the character of imported wines we will next evaluate the 

value and volumes of wines by country of origin.  On average, imported wines are valued at 

$12.18/L. Table 4 discloses the rankings of imported wines and their sales volumes for the two-year 

period.  Certainly, the prominent position of Italian wines is expected, but the popularity of both 

Australian and Chilean reds is surprising.  Chilean wines have a great reputation and several well 

known wineries.  Walnut Crest is the largest selling Chilean winery in Pennsylvania accounting for 

forty-six percent of total Chilean Red sales.  Walnut Crest delivers the 11
th

 best selling license (bar) 

wine in Pennsylvania – Walnut Crest Merlot.   Despite, or perhaps because of its reputation (and 

subsequent cost), the highest ranking French wine category Claret is the 21
st
 ranked wine group 

with 1,094,097 units sold.   

 The volume of wine sales in Pennsylvania is similar to those found elsewhere in the United 

States.  Italy predominates, it is the source for more wine than all other countries combined (53% of 

total).  Again, as we might expect, France and Australia are the next most consumed producers. 

Chile is a surprising fourth in wine sales by volume.  Chilean import volumes nearly match that of 

the more touted Australians in Pennsylvania 

 There is little difference proportionally in the number of units or the volume in liters when 

comparing Pennsylvania with USA imports.  In each case, Italian wines are slightly over half the total.  In 

sequential importance are the country of France, Australia, and Chile.  Each of these three countries has 

between ten and fifteen percent of the trade.  All other wine exporting countries combined deliver the final 

ten percent of wine by volume. 

The map depicting liters by source country highlights the European origin of most imported wines 

sold in Pennsylvania.  Sales in liters from Italy exceed those of the remaining exporting countries combined.  

Combined Italy, France, Australia, and Chile account for 89% of all wine units sold.  



The relationship between volume and units at this level depicts an important characteristic 

of quality wines repeated at more detailed levels of analysis.  Except for sparkling wines the 

number of domestic units is less than the number liters.  The reverse is true for quality, and 

especially bottle aged, imported wines.  Wines worth importing are unlikely to be shipped in large 

capacity units.    

Imported Value per Volume 

The mean price per liter by source country provides some indication of the valuation 

assigned to the products of each source country.  The outliers represent countries with singular 

entries in the database.  Six Slovenian varietal wines with the Avia winery label, in 1.5 liter bottles, 

represent the Slovenian column.  Regardless of variety, each Avia wine was priced at $5.25/L.  The 

singular Canadian wine, Donatello Pinot Grigio, is only available in three liter bottles.  The jug size 

results in a mere $6.00/L.  The „wines‟ from Japan and Ireland are the most expensive per unit.  

Pennsylvania offered six Japanese imports, three plum wines and three sakes.  The Irish offering is 

meade, honey wine. 

The average expense of French wines is highest at over $14/L.  The average Spanish and 

Portuguese wines exceed $13 per liter, New Zealand, Israel, and Australia command average prices 

over $10/L. 

.Domestic Wines 

 79.5 million liters of domestic wine were purchased in Pennsylvania during the study 

period. This volume is 68% of total Pennsylvania wine purchases.  On average, domestic wines sold 

at $7.39 per liter and the average unit size was 1.33L.  The products of five states were available at 

state stores during this period.   

California dominates domestic sources for wine retailed in Pennsylvania.  



The second ranked state, Washington, delivers less than one million liters.  The high prices of 

Washington wines results from the more agriculturally difficult northern European varieties such as 

Gewurztraminer, Riesling, and Pinot Noir. 

The New York appellation constitute only a tenth of California‟s sales. New York wines are 

the least expensive of any state, averaging a mere $5.03/L. The Finger Lakes region of New York is 

volumetrically the largest supplier of appellation wine in Pennsylvania.  The low value associated 

with New York wines results from their reliance on native and hybrid varieties. 

  Wines from Pennsylvania, 270,617 liters sold, are fourth in popularity.
11

   

   Idaho and Ohio each delivered a single wine to Pennsylvania A sparkling wine, Chateau 

Reiem, is the source for all 12,910 liters of Ohio wine retailed in Pennsylvania.  Finally, a single 

Idaho Riesling, St. Chapelle, rounds out the five states from which wines are imported and retailed.   

The generic US category consists of 184 wines produced from grapes grown in the United 

States, somewhere.  The elements of this category are table (97 wines), fruit wines (76 wines), and 

vermouth (11).   US wines are further classified as wine coolers (15), beverage (46 wines), 

specialties (32 wine based products), Kosher (30 wines), sparkling (10 wines), NY port (7), and 

others (27 wine based products). 

Domestic and Imported Wine Sales Compared 

Most flavored wines are vermouths.  Vermouth is imported exclusively from Italy and 

represents almost all vermouth sales.   Domestic fruit wines massively outnumber imported fruit 

wines, 94:29.   

There are twice as many domestic table wines as there are imported.  The cost of shipping 

table wines renders these products generally unprofitable for international trade.  Some specific 
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 Pennsylvania wine statistics are undercounted as sales at the vineyards (or vineyard stores) are not 

included in this table.   



wines, however, are able to draw the consumer even with the higher prices.  Because 

Pennsylvanians will pay vintage wine prices for French table wines, the French wines are strong 

contributers to this category.  In the realm of vintage wines, however, the imports outnumber the 

domestics 805: 682.  

 Wine Sales by Source and Variety 

 For product tracking purposes the PaLCB categorizes wines into groupings based on place 

of origin (country or state), color, and variety.  It does not distinguish quality. Across Pennsylvania 

during the two years of this study period the ten most popular wine categories accounted for 

46,223,106 units, or 54.7% of all units sold.  California White Zinfandel was volumetrically the 

largest category; although California Chardonnay sold more units (11.5% of all units sold) and was 

$37,000,000 more valuable.  Sutter Home White Zinfandel sales alone were 1.9 million units. 

California Chablis ranked third in liters, but it‟s exceptionally low value per liter $2.88 tell much 

about the quality. 

 

Imported  

Italian wines are in sixth (white) and ninth (red) places.  Australia is the only other country 

represented on our top ten list by virtue of its red wines. 

Italian White Wines, Code 873, was the most widely sold class of imported wines.  Of the 3.5 

million units, 2.9 were sold a retail and .6 million to licensees.  Many of the lower quality units are 

multi-liter.  The average unit size is 1.1 liters with an average cost of $10.42/L. There are many 

quality wines included in this category.  Prices for Italian wines are depressed compared to many 

regions. Maestro Italiano Pinot Grigio ($55.99 for three liters) was the highest priced unit of Italian 

wine sold.  Only 32 Maestro units were sold. Santa Margherita Alto Pinot Grigio ($20.99 per 



bottle), Bertani le Lave ($17.99), San Angelo Castello Banfi Pinot Grigio ($13.99) were the most 

expensive Italian whites.  Appellation zones producing wines in this category are the Gavi 

appellation which, for Pennsylvania, produced wines exclusively from the Gavia variety.  Orzalume 

documented the sale of Orvieto grapes only.  Tuscan whites were grown exclusively from 

Vernaccia grapes.   

 Italian Reds sold 1.5 million fewer units than Italian Whites. Of the two million units sold 

1.6 million were to individuals. The average price for these wines was $13.49 per liter, over three 

dollars more than the whites!  Red units average slightly smaller, 30ml, than whites.  The cost per 

liter ranged from $66, for Burnello, to $4 per liter for a Cabernet-Merlot blend.  The total value of 

Italian reds was $22,314,424.  The Alba appellation produces wines from Barbera and Dolcetto 

grapes.  Asti grows Barberra grapes  The Piedmont appellation produced red wine for sale in 

Pennsylvania from three varieties ;Barbaresco, Barbera, and Barolo  The Trentino appellation sells 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot varieties to Pennsylvania.  Tuscans are either Brunello or a blend.  

The Venuto district produces wines from Amarone grapes. 

 Australian Reds, Code 757, also exceeded 2 million units in sales. Australian reds are sold 

almost exclusively in standard bottles.  The average unit size is 877ml.  The average cost per liter is 

only four cents less than Italian Reds.  The total derived value for Australian reds was just over $22 

million. While the difference in the number of units between Australian and Italian whites is only 

18,000, there is a significant difference in retail versus license purchases.  The retail sales of 

Australian reds are ten percent higher than the Italians with 1.8 million units (versus 1.6 million 

Italian) sold at retail.  Australian wine regions lack the varietal focus of Italian wine regions.All 

Australian regions produce blends.  Gouldburn Valley, Hilltops, Padthaway, and  Penola sold  

Shiraz or Shiraz blends to Pennsylvania.  The Barossa Valley and Hunter Valley sold Cabernet, 



Merlot, and Shiraz.  Coonawarra in addition produces Pinot Noir.  Riverina produces Cabernet and 

Shiraz. 

 Chilean Reds are the fourth most popular imported wines in Pennsylvania.  The Chileans 

pride themselves on their vines.  Chile has never been invaded by Phollyxera.  As a result, Chilean 

grapes are grown on Vinifera vines with their natural roots.   Chilean wines are sought by wine 

entheuists who wish to experience the taste of true Vinifera wines.  Chilean reds are also generally 

known as good wines with moderate prices.  Some Chilean wines such as Concha y Toro, promote 

their Chilean origins.  Others such as Walnut Crest, which sounds Californian (?) do not promote 

their origin. 

 The highest ranking sparkling wine category is Italian Sparkling wines.  There were with 1.5 

million units (1.26 million liters) sold with a value of $17.8 million. Two of every three units sold 

were Martini and Rossi Asti Spumante. Elmo Pio, sold in both 750ml and 1.5l bottles, delivered 

another ¼ million units.  Combined sales from the remaining Asti producers were only 221,294 

units.    Nando, Riunite, Spatola, and Tosti Asti Spumantes averaged sales of 40,000 units each.  

Only 82,765 units of Italian Sparkling wine are not from the Asti appellation. 

Wine Quality 

Of the four quality levels, table wine sales represent the largest category by volume.  Vintage 

wines are second in quantity, but as their quality suggests, they command over double the price per 

liter, of table and fruit wines.  Flavored, Fruit, and Table, combined do not match the value of 

vintage wines.  Table and fruit wines have average unit size is over one liter.   

Table Wine  

 Table wines represent wines of lower quality than vintage wines.  Table wines are for 

everyday drinking and are sealed with cork or sold in winetaps.  Table wine sales represent a 



significant component of total wine sales comprising the largest of the four categories by volume 

and second in value.   

 Source regions for table wines are predominated by California, which accounts for 55% of 

table wine value and 65% of the volume.  Italy is second in its contribution with $50.7M in sales 

and nine percent of the total volume.  Generic US wines are the source for another $40M, 12%, in 

sales and 12.5% of volume.  $28,685,797 was spent on purchasing New York wines.  Except for 

Spain, with $8.7M in sales, all other source regions produced less than $3M in sales. 

 The largest category of table wines is blended wines comprising a third of the value of all 

table wines, $119,737,146 of $325,236,173.  Of the $119M, $102M are derived from domestic 

wines.  Second in significance is white zinfandel with $34,800,688 in sales. All table quality 

zinfandels are of domestic origin. Third is chardonnay ($28,254,523), 92% of which derived from 

the sale of domestic wines.  Fortified wines ($22,462,195) are the fourth most valued table wine.   

Ten percent of fortified table wine volume is imported, yet these imported wines constitute 25% of 

the value.  The top five is completed with Muscat Bianco, the grape used in making Asti Spumonte, 

with over $17M in sales.   All Muscat Bianco wines are imported from Italy.  Merlot and 

Lambrusco had nearly duplicate sales of $15.5M.  Eighty percent of the merlot is domestic. 

Lambrusco wines are wholly imported. 

Beverage Wine 

 Beverage wines are the lowest quality wines available for sale in Pennsylvania.  Commonly, 

beverage wines are sealed with a screw cap and often come in pints and mult-liter jugs.  Beverage 

wines are produced by Arbor Mist, Riunite, Wild Vines, and Boone‟s Farm.  Fourteen fruit wines 

and sixteen table wines are produced by Mogen David or Manischewitz.  Coolers are mostly fruit 

flavors from Bartles and Jaymes. Wine specialties include; Thunderbird, Wild Irish Rose, Cisco, 



MD 20/20, and Night Train Express.  The sparkling wines are all made using the bulk Charmat 

process.  The ports are produced by Wilen, Kings, and Chateau Luzerne.
12

 

Vintage Wine 

 Vintage wines constitute about 35% of the total wine volume sold and 56% of the wine 

value.  Vintage wines, more than any other category, are likely to carry information regarding their 

source and character than any other category of wine.  The average liter of vintage wine costs the 

consumer. $13.70.  Vintage wines are rarely sold in units exceeding 1.5L, and the vast majority 

were 750ml bottles.   

 $294.2 million in vintage wines were domestic and $194.2 million were imported.  In terms 

of capacity there were 21.3 million liters of domestic wines and 14.3 million liters of imported 

wine. 

 All but $15.6 million of the domestic sales were Californian wines.  57% of all vintage wine 

dollars come from California with sales totaling $278,591,566.  California is also the volume 

leader, accounting for 68% of the volume, over 20,000,000L.  Italian wines are a distant second 

with $70,952,840 in sales; less than 15% of the total value.  The Italian wine sales volume was a 

quarter that of California.  The higher prices commanded by the French are demonstrated by the 

difference between value and volume.  French wines represent 10.8% of the total value and 7.8% of 

the volume.  The average cost, $19.21 per liter, makes French wine the third most valuable wine 

source.  Australian wines are represented by seven percent of both value and volume 7.1% and 

                                                           
12

 As a note, many beverage wines and wine coolers have disappeared from state stores in 

Pennsylvania.  This is an industrial response to a peculiarity in Pennsylvania‟s law and a recent 

alcoholic beverage innovation, clear malt.  Clearmalt beverages are manufactured from grains and 

flavors added.  Manufactures have discovered that clear malt beverages may be sold as though they 

were beers.  Indeed, these products have no grape or fruit juice so they cannot be classified as 

wines.   

 
 



6.9% respectively.  Chilean wines, the fifth, most popular, display 4.5% of the value and 6.7% of 

the volume. 

 In addition to the information presented above, Table 6.x lists the volumes and values for 

wine from each originating state or country.  Review of this table identifies the strength of several 

other wine price/volume trends that are considered general knowledge.  

 Portuguese wines bring the highest average price per liter, $24.03. Port wines are the source 

for the high average values.  French value per liter is intermediary between wines from Oregon and 

Washington.  This may surprise some readers, but the high cost of production in the Pacific 

Northwest demands the higher prices.  Further, Washington and Oregon producers are generally 

attempting to grow more delicate varieties that produce less.  Finally, a significant proportion of the 

Washington and Oregon production is in dessert wines sold in .375ml units.  The average volume 

per unit in both Washington and Oregon is less than 750ml.  The quality associated with French 

wines is so high that Pennsylvanians will pay significantly for even the lower quality, as we saw in 

our previous review of table wines. 

 The lowest value-per-liter wines come from Slovenia under the Avia label. Only one variety 

of Avia is offered at 750ml.  The remaining varieties are sold in 1.5l units.  Many Chilean wines are 

sold in 1.5L bottles accounting for their high average unit volume.  German and Italian wines are 

the only sources with average unit size between 1.0L and 0.9L; again places with a preponderance 

of 1.5L offerings.  New Zealand provides the smallest average unit, 634ml. 

  

Sales by Grape Variety 

The classification of wines by variety is inexact.  Many readers will find some component of 

the scheme disagreeable, in retrospect I certainly do.  Identification of Italian varieties proved 



especially difficult.  it was decided to define categories as atomistically as possible; even though the 

distinction may be more stylistic than variety defined at times. 

The analysis of grape varieties is separated into four subsections.  These sections deal with 

defining wines based on their varietal composition.  The first part focuses on an overall presentation 

of the types of wines purchased. Which varieties are most commonly purchased?  Where do they 

come from?   The second limits the analysis to wines that consist of a single specific variety (as 

defined within the limits of legal regulation as specified by the source country).  The third section 

refocuses on the blended wine category.  Blended wines are the most common wine variety.  Most 

wine producing countries specify a minimum 85% specified variety content.  Fourth is an analysis 

of exceptional wines.  Exceptional wines include fortified, fruit, flavored, and beverage. 

 Variety Overview 

 Wines made from blending multiple varieties represent the most common category of wine 

consumed in Pennsylvania.  Blends represent almost a quarter of the total value of wine sales and 

over a quarter of the volume.  13.5% of all blended wines were sold to licensees.  Blends can range 

dramatically in quality.  Blended wines evaluated by Wine Spectator have an average price of 

$31.68.  The observed average price was $5.18. The vast majority of blended wines were obviously 

not evaluated by Wine Spectator.   

The largest selling varietal is Chardonnay with over 12.9 million liters valued at $122.3 

million!  The average selling price of Chardonnay was $9.46.  Third most popular is Merlot with 

7,724,798 liters, averaging $9.71/L.  Twenty percent of both Chardonnay and Merlot were sold for 

resale by license holders.  Zinfandel, the fourth most commonly consumed wine variety, had half a 

percent higher license sales than Chardonnay.  Completing the top five is Cabernet Sauvignon with 

over 6.1 million liters sold.  The each of the last three varieties sold between $70 and $75 million.  



There are, however, great differences in their value/L.  Zinfandel is almost as inexpensive as 

blended wines.  Merlot averages $9.71 per liter, slightly more than Chardonnay.  Cabernet 

Sauvignon, however, is the most valuable wine in this grouping selling at $11.45/L.Following 

Cabernet Sauvignon there is a vast drop-off in varietal sales.  Pinot Grigio, ranked sixth, sold $26.1 

million, less than a third the value of Cabernet Sauvignon.    Volumetrically, fortified wines 

exceeded Pinot Grigio in volume, but not in units or value. 

Fortified wines, not elsewhere classified, sold less than $20 million.  This grouping is 

obviously not a variety.  Rare and valued products from across the seas are mingled with some of 

the lowest American wines in this category.  Their dual character limits the attention we should pay 

to fortified wines without further elaboration.  There is a vast difference, as we have seen, between 

imported and domestic fortified wines both in terms of value and volume per unit.  It is the high 

volume of domestic fortified wines that drive the average price below $6.00 and the per unit 

volume to 1.4L.  A higher percentage of fortified wines are sold at retail (rather than license) than 

all other preceding varieties, except blended. 

Muscat Bianco, the grape used to make Asti Spumonte is ranked eighth.  This sparkling wine 

has an average value of $14.27 per liter, making it the most dear of the top ten.  There were 1.4 

million units, 1.1 million liters purchased.  Over 20% of Muscat Bianco wine units were sold to 

licensees.  Only 7.8% of these wines were purchased by licensees.  None of these wines were 

evaluated by Wine Spectator. 

Sauvignon Blanc and Riesling complete the top ten selling varieties.  Less than 100,000 

units separate Riesling from Sauvignon Blanc.  This translates to almost one million dollars 

difference in favor of Sauvignon Blanc.  Riesling volume, 2.28 million liters, exceeds that of both 

Sauvignon Blanc and Muscat Bianco.   



Figure 8 depicts the percentage of each of the top ten selling wines in terms of value in 

Pennsylvania over the study period.   The eleventh wedge, consisting of 21% of the pie chart 

represents all other varieties.  Here we truly see the magnitude of blended wines in relation to single 

variety wines.  The last four wines, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Muscat Bianco, and Fortified 

together equal the value each of the next three wines.  Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and 

Merlot each had ten percent of the total sales. 

 Italian wines varieties are bimodal in price/L.  Brunello, $53,32 per liter, is the single most 

expensive wine by volume.  Other Italian variety of great value include, Barolo is $46.96 per liter, 

Amarone is $41.52, and Barberesco is $37.32  Meursault, at $44.12 per liter, is the lone French 

variety in this august company.  Over twenty percent of Brunello and Barolo units are sold to 

licensees. 

Varieties whose average retail price is over $30.00 are: Barbaresco, Chambertin, and 

Gattinara .  Pinot Gris, averaging $21.25 per liter, is the only remaining variety that exceeds $19/L.  

There are only eight more varieties that average more than $15/L.  These wines are Meade, 

Dolcetto, Gavia, Tempranillo, Hermitage, Salentino, Petit Sirah and Viognier.  Meade is honey 

wine from Ireland. 

 Varieties that command low per-liter-prices (under $5) are also largely of Italian varieties 

and of Italian origin.  The lowest price commanding variety is Grenache`.  Grenache` has an 

average value of $2.63 per liter, but with 2.3 million liters sold, it is significant monetarily. 

American tokay is the only other wine to sell for less than $3.00/L.   

 Grape wines whose value averages more that $3.00 and less than $5.00 per liter include 

Sauterne, French Colombard, Catawba, and Concord.  Sauternes, as described here, are exclusively 

from New York State.  All French Colombard varietal wine sold in Pennsylvania are produced by 



Gallo Livingston Cellars  Catawba and Concord are varieties of North American grape species and 

are also exclusively domestically produced.  All remaining varieties had an average per liter value 

ranging between $5.00 and $15.00.   

 Certain wine varieties either lend themselves to license sale or they are so rare precious that 

only restaurants with extensive wine lists can boast their presence.  Montalcino with 65% of its 

sales to licensees is a prime example of the latter case.  Sauterne, Marsala, and Madeira, used 

extensively in cooking, represent the former type.  Almost a third of Pinot Gris units are sold to 

licensees.  Over 20% of Merlot, Chardonnay, Zinfandel, Barolo, Gavia, Lambrusco, and Brunello 

units are sold to licensees. 

Blended wines 

The vintner‟s art is best expressed through blending inferior wines to contrive a superior 

product.  Dimensionality in taste can be easily manipulated by a few drops of a different variety, 

just as white paint turns pink when only a few drops of red are added.  Every vintner knows this, 

and takes advantage of it to improve their product‟s taste.  Without blending huge volumes of wine 

would be unpalatable.  Most governments recognize the necessity of this practice and only require 

that 85% of the wine be of the specified variety, if a variety is given.  The most commonly blended 

varieties are Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. 

Combined blended wine sales exceed $16 million. Almost half comes from California 

wines.  French blends show the opposite trend.  With $22.3 million in sales, French blended wines 

average $34.45/L.  This is significantly more than the popular, and $27 per liter cheaper, Italian 

average.  There were 14 million liters of Italian blended wine sold in Pennsylvania and only 3.5 

million liters of French.   



Generally, wine drinkers think of the Southern Hemisphere when blends are discussed.  

Pennsylvania purchased wines, however, indicate that the level of blending in these new wine lands 

is less than in some European countries.  Ignoring Hungary, which only sells Bulls Blood to 

Pennsylvania, the nation that sells the highest percentage of blended wine in Pennsylvania is South 

Africa, 55%.  Half of Spanish and Portuguese wines sold were blended.  Australia and New 

Zealand blended wines are 29% and 38% respectively of their nation‟s total.  Chile is clearly the 

exception, perhaps because of its Spanish roots, or their reliance on European vines on European 

rootstocks.  The only blended Chilean wine sold was Concha y Toro Cabernet Sauvignon/ Merlot. 

It represents 10% of Chilean wine units sold  

Blended wines range considerably in price. Ultimately, the distinctions between blended 

wine prices are source material and the nature of the blending process, with a little bit of place name 

familiarity added for spice.  Many of the world‟s great wines are blends of multiple grape varieties.  

The famous blends from France including all Champagnes except Blanc de Blanc add greatly to the 

value of French wines sold.  On the other hand Italian Asti is not included here as it is made from 

the Muscat Bianco grape alone.  

Pennsylvanians willingly pay a premium for wines of all types that proclaim France as their 

place of origin; blended wines are no exception.  When the French or the Australians blend wines 

the public assumes it is a good thing and the price is high. The Australians are known for their 

pioneering efforts to create blends superior to the source material.   Regardless, imported blended 

wines require special characteristics to induce Pennsylvanians to select them.   

Italian blends show the same price bimodality as in relation to other sales measures.  The 

best blended Italian wines are among the finest in the world. The worst, on the other hand, are used 

to make industrial alcohol.  10% of blended wine value sold in Pennsylvania came from Italy.  17% 



of Italian wines are blended.  The average price per unit for all Italian wines was $6.74.  This is 

much less than the average price for rated Italian wines which was $26.91/L.   

When the same practice is performed domestically it generally drives the prices down.   This 

is usually because most of the domestic blending is performed in huge vats and sold in jugs and 

boxes.  The average California blended wine sells for a mere $3.68 per liter, but there were 

21,358,152 liters sold.  New York blended wines, $4.90 per liter, are blended for similar reasons 

resulting from similar economic and gustatory conditions.   

 

 Individual Wine Sales 

 

 The number of units sold over the 26 sales periods was totaled for both license and retail 

sales.  The top twenty selling individual wines in each category are provide in the following tables 

and analyzed in the associated text. This list has many surprises for the wine connisiour.  Five of 

the twenty come boxed, the remainder in multi-liter jugs.  The combined volume from the seven 

White Zinfandels on the list is 9,153,499 liters.   

 White Zinfandel dominates the value list as well with eight entrants totaling $68,511,022 in 

sales.  There are three imports on this list. Just how inexpensive Carlo Rossi Paisano really is can be 

seen in its slipping from second place in volume to 12
th

 in value.  Similarily Richards Wild Irish 

Rose, 9
th

 in volume slips off the value top twenty table.  Only one winetap Franzia White Zinfandel, 

makes the top twenty value list. Interestingly, Arbor Mist Exotic Fruit flavored White Zinfandel is 

13
th

 in both lists.  Taylor NY port is the only fortified wine on either list.  Martini & Rossi Asti 

Spumonte, fifth in value, does not appear on the volume list. 

Retail versus License wine sales 



There are several interesting patterns the two lists presented as tables 13.2 and 13.3.  On the 

retail list we find ten blush wines, three reds, and seven whites.  License sales are more balanced 

with six reds, seven whites, and seven blush wines. Two wines Sutter Home White Zinfandel and 

Riunite Lambrusco appear twice on each list represented by multiple size bottles. The 1.5 L units 

are more popular with license purchasers who resell wines by the glass than with retail purchasers.   

Andre California Champagne is the only sparkling wine on both lists (7
th

 in license sales, and 

15
th

 in retail).  Martini & Rossi Asti Spumonte also appears on the 13
th

 place on the retail list. 

Sutter Home California White Zinfandel in the 750ml (1,163,462) and 1500ml (718,312) 

bottles are the two best selling retail wines in Pennsylvania.  Sutter Home 750ml, however ranks 

twelfth in license sales (367,238).  Retail sales of 1500ml bottles were 718,312, and license sales 

were 849,405 bottles.  Some simple calculations reveal that Pennsylvanians purchased 629,754.5 

gallons of Sutter Home California White Zinfandel (not including sales of 187ml four packs).  

Pennsylvania adult (21+) annual per capita Sutter Home consumption was 9 fluid ounces. 

Unique to the retail list are CARLO ROSSI PAISANO CAL. RED WINE, ARBOR MIST 

STRAWBERRY WHITE ZINFANDEL, MARTINI & ROSSI IMP. ASTI SPUMANTE,   ARBOR 

MIST EXOTIC FRUITS WHITE ZINFANDEL, WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. 

SAUV.  BLANC, FRANZIA CAL. SUNSET BLUSH WINETAP.  These five wines represent 

bulk, specialty wines designed to serve the party market.   They do not appear on the license top 

twenty list. 

   Sales by fluid volume leaders have much in common with the leading sales by unit leaders. 

Sutter Home White Zinfandel, available in many sizes, remains Pennsylvania‟s preferred wine.  

80% of this wine was sold at retail and 20% to licensees.   



Carlo Rossi Paisano in the 4L bottle was tenth in retail sales yet second in volume, 

averaging just over one million liters per annum.  Riunite Lambrusco, occupying the 12
th

 and 16
th

 

positions in units sales by bottle volume, combined volume makes it the 3
rd

 most consumed wine in 

Pennsylvania.  The winetap offerings by Franzia next enter our list.  Franzia White Zinfandel is 4
th,

 

and the 20
th

 ranked in units, Franzia Blush, jumps to the number 5 spot.  Franzia has a total of five 

wines on this list, proof of a willing acceptance by the party sector of the public of the winetap 

concept. 

Some wines are sold almost exclusively to license holders. The big four varietals each have 

an off-brand representative in the four leaders percent sold to licensees. To identify wines 

purchased for resale by the glass the wines were sorted by variety.  The volume in liters sold to 

licensees for each wine by variety was calculated.  To identify wines more likely destined for table 

service, only those sold in 750ml bottles were subsetted and analyzed separately. 

The for wines  Pacific Cliffs Merlot, Salmon Point White Zinfandel, Timber Ridge Cabernet 

Sauvignon, and Eagle Creek Chardonnay have three characteristics in common.  Each is sold 

exclusively in 1.5 liter bottles, each sold for $8.99 per bottle or less, over 95% of their sales were to 

licensees, and they are all Californians.   Pacific Cliffs ($5.99 liter) sold 41,387 units to license 

holder and 1,381 at retail. The total value of Pacific Cliffs was almost $385,000.   Salmon Point 

($5.33 liter) has almost identical statistics, selling just 7,000 more units.  Timber Ridge ($3.33 liter) 

was the least popular of the four wines, selling a mere 25,450 units for only $127,000.  Eagle Creek 

Chardonnay ($5.99 liter) sold over 77,057 units for almost $692,742. 

As a group, Ernest and Julio Gallo Copperidge line sales to licensees is impressive. This line 

consists of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, California White, and Chardonnay.  Only 11% of these 

wine units are sold at retail, the remaining 949,835 units were sold to licensees.  Chardonnay 



represented 41%, White Zinfandel 26%, Cabernet Sauvignon 18%, and Merlot 15% of the 

combined Copperidge license sales value of $9,374,036.   

The Gallo Twin Valley line is much less popular than the Copperidge line with licensees.  

18% of the Twin Valley Merlot, White Zinfandel, and Chardonnay sell to licensees.  With the 

exception of Cabernet Sauvignon at 14%, the remaining varieties (Sauvignon Blanc, Grenache`, 

Chablis, Zinfandel, and Burgundy sell less than 10% of their units to licensees. The Twin Valley 

White Zinfandel is the only member of this line to have significant license sales in terms of volume. 

William Wycliff California Blush, Burgundy, and Chablis sold 87% of its 49,000 units to 

licensees.  Burlwood wineries sell 94% of its Chardonnay, 89% of its Cabernet Sauvignon, and 

85% of its White Zinfandel to license holders.  Principato wineries of Italy, is the favorite import 

with licensees.  Of Principato‟s 134,000 liters only 35,000 were sold at retail. 

If one were to enter a restaurant or bar in Pennsylvania, and ask for a glass of Chardonnay, 

Merlot, Cabernet, or White Zinfandel what would be served?  If one asked for a bottle, what would 

be on the wine list?  These are distinct questions.  Bar owners selling wine by the glass meet one 

need.  Restaurants owners offering bottles to diners serve a different clientele.   

A total of 302 Chardonnays were sold to license holders in Pennsylvania during the study 

period.  Of all Chardonnay sold to licensees, 15% was Gallo Copperidge, 9% was Kendall Jackson 

Vintner‟s Reserve, 7% was Woodbridge by Mondavi, and 4% Sutter Home Chardonnay.  Both 

Kendall Jackson and Gallo Copperidge exceed $3 million in sales.  Eagle Creek, 3% of total 

volume, completes the top five Chardonnay‟s sold to licensees by volume.  Together these five 

wines account for only 38% of total licensee Chardonnay sales.  Six more wines, Vendage, Turning 

Leaf, Corbett Canyon, Walnut Crest, Fetzer, and Burlwood exceed 2% of the total volume.  Walnut 

Crest from Chile is the only import in the top ten. Fourteen more wines exceed one percent of the 



total. Even at the 100
th

 most popular chardonnay a significant volume, 2375 liters, was still 

consumed. 

 The Cabernet Sauvignon distribution has narrower range than Chardonnay.  There were 

only 192 Cabernets sold to license holders. Of these, Mondavi‟s Woodbridge represents 12% of the 

volume sold.  Walnut Crest is second with 6%.  Timber Ridge was third with 5% of the volume.  

Corbett Canyon at 4% and Mondavi Private Select at 3% was fifth in sales.  Twelve more wines 

exceed 2% of the volume.  Together the top selling seventeen wines account for 44% of Cabernet 

sold to license holders.   21 wines each accounted for more than one percent of the total.   

Gallo Copperidge is the largest volume Merlot sold to licensees.  Copperidge Merlot sales 

more than double the 99,793 liters of Walnut Crest Merlot.  Third in total volume is Pacific Cliffs 

Merlot with 62,080 liters.  Corbett Canyon, in fourth place, sold only 179 fewer units than Pacific 

Cliffs.  Copperidge had 13% and Walnut Crest had 6% of the total.  Three wines, Heritage Country, 

Woodbridge by Mondavi, and Concha y Tora, sold 3% of the total each.  Eight wines including 

Lost Horizons South African, Sunrise Valley Chilean, Ecco Domani (Gallo)  Italian had 2% of the 

total.  29 other wines had more than 1% of the sales. 

White Zinfandel license sales are more highly concentrated in a smaller number of vintners 

than any other wine.  Sutter Home‟s 172,382 license liters represents 17% of the total.  Gallo 

Copperidge has an additional 13% and Beringer another 12%.  From these rarified heights, the 

percentages fall precipitously.  Woodbridge by Mondavi is at 7%.  Franzia, Salmon Point, and 

Gallo Twin Valley each had 5% of the total.  Corbett Canyon and Vendange were at 4%.  Inglenook 

and Montevina were at 3%.  Four wines were at 2%, and twelve wines exceeded 1%.  78% of the 

White Zinfandel was sold by the top ten wineries.   



License sales intended for bottle service have a vastly different character than those intended 

for glass sales.  These wines also tend to have a higher price than wines intended for glass sales.  

One basic characteristic of wines for bottle service is that they are, almost exclusively, sold in 

750ml units, but the converse is not true as often.  Kendall Jackson wineries provide an excellent 

example.  Kendall Jackson only produces 750ml units.  Licensees selecting K-J products as their 

„bar‟ wine are ruled by that limitation.   

750ml chardonnay sales are dominated by Kendall Jackson whose sales exceed that of 

Turning Leaf by 400% in terms of units and 600% in terms of value.  Woodbridge by Mondavi is 

the only other 750ml Chardonnay with sales over 50,000 units,  its low price, $6.99 unit, meant a 

low return of $368,995.  With fewer sales, Meridian, Sonoma-Cutrer, and Mondavi Private 

Selection, exceed Woodbridge in value received.   

Kendall Jackson also performs very well in the Merlot market. With 41,904 units sold to 

license holders it is third after Fetzer Eagle Peak (51,127) and Columbia Crest (42,113).  Imported 

Ecco Domani is fourth in units and value, and Turning Leaf with 35,784 units is fifth in license 

sales. 

The largest selling Cabernet Sauvignon in 750ml bottles was Mondavi‟s Napa.  With only 

25,058 units sold, Cabernet is the least popular of the varieties discussed here.  Cabernet while less 

popular is also the most expensive.  Mondavi‟s Napa sells for $26 a bottle.  Each of the top selling 

Cabernets are prices at over $11 per bottle.   

Zinfandel license sales in 750ml bottles are concentrated in Berringer and Sutter Home.  

Combined their sales account for 60% of the total sales of this variety at this size unit. 

 

14. Time Series 



Wine is produced ritually each year as part of the annual cycle of the grape.  It is small 

wonder, therefore, that there are peaks and valleys in the annual cycle of wine sales.  Historically, 

these peaks were associated with the arrival of shiploads of wines.  Today, they are associated with 

festive occasions.  The type of occasion has a direct impact on wine purchases.  

The study period, two years, is too short to identify a multi-year trend in consumption.  

National trends suggest reduced overall alcohol consumption during the past decade.  Wine 

consumption specifically, however, is holding steady.  Extrapolating these trends to Pennsylvania in 

conjunction with the two years of data, a growing interested and consumption of wine is assumed 

for Pennsylvania.  

 Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Years are the three most significant alcohol 

consumption days of the year.  As with almost all other retail consumer goods, there is an annual 

cycle associated with wine purchases that peaks in December.  The wine buying season starts with 

Thanksgiving which coincides with the arrival of the Nuveau Bojoulais.  The annual release of 

Neveau wine is not an important event in Pennsylvania.  With growing commercialization and 

relaxing regulations it will be within a decade. 

 The holidays range between 41 and 34 days apart, depending on the date selected for 

Thanksgiving.  Thus it is possible to separate, to a large extent, Thanksgiving sales from Christmas 

and New Year‟s sales.  Wine sales during the Thanksgiving period depict a dramatic rise in all 

categories over October sales.  Amongst the wines types included on Figure 9, Chardonnay, Red, 

and White wines all experience their steepest rise at this time.  Other traditional wine types also sell 

at their strongest at this time.   

The second half of December and first week of January, represented by periods10 and 23, is 

the prime time for wine purchases.  Blush, sparkling, and beverage wine trend lines are at their 



steepest at the end of this period.  Each shows significant growth over the Thanksgiving period, 

their sales accelerate through Christmas and New Years. Sparkling wines, which in all other periods 

demonstrate less than 250,000 units, have sales over 900,000 units in each December. There is a 4:1 

shift between period 11 and 10 sales of sparkling wines.  For no other wine is the seasonal shift so 

dramatic.   Blush increases threefold during December.  Experience indicates that if there is a bottle 

of wine at a party, it is a blush.  Many units of blush wines are purchased by non-wine drinkers for 

parties in December.  Beverage wines are associated with festive occasions and their increase, given 

the celebratory nature of the season, seems only natural.   

Kosher wine sales peak in both the December and October periods which coincide with 

major Jewish holidays. 

 One of the most interesting patterns is associated with Vampire Merlot, a product of 

Romania.  This wine is a poor seller throughout the year, except in the periods encompassing 

Halloween when hundreds of bottles were sold. 

 The pattern of imported wine unit sales at six points in the study area is displayed in the 

following figure.  The components of figure 14.2 reflect the seasonal trends seen in figure 14.1.  

Sales are brisk in the December periods and low during the remainder of the year.  Wine sales by 

store are separated into five categories.  The lowest category, represented by a small black dot, 

depicts stores that sold 500 or fewer imported wine units during the specified period.  500 units in 

28 days translates to fewer than 18 bottles per day.  The largest category, represented by a large 

blue dot, indicates a store that sold over 5000 units in 28 days, or 179 per day. 

The spatial pattern of imported wine purchases shows a significant urban - rural differential.  

The stores depicted in blue are specialty and super wine stores with significant wine offerings.  

These, as we have discussed, are concentrated in urban centers.   



Part 3:  Destination Analysis  

Sales by Store Type 

 The three types of retail outlets maintain vastly different wine inventories.  Pennsylvanians 

seeking quality wines will gravitate towards the super and specialty stores to select wines.  The 

average citizen, visiting their local regular store, has access to a selection of wines that far exceeds 

that found in many communities I have visited elsewhere in the United States.   

 By counting the number of stores at which individual wines were sold we obtain a measure 

of the ubiquity of each wine.  Many of the 2465 wines were not available throughout the entire 

study period.  For this reason, many stores may appear to offer more wines than they actually could 

at any one time. Recall also that each size unit is classified as a separate wine.   

Twenty wines were sold at every retail outlet in Pennsylvania. There were one hundred 

wines that were sold at over 600 stores.  311 wines were sold at over 500 stores, 628 at 400 stores, 

and 1015 at more than 300 stores.  The median wine was sold at 255 stores.  376 wines were sold at 

fewer than 100 stores.  Inverting our view, there were 28 stores that sold over 2,000 different wine 

products. There were also 127 stores that sold over 1,500 wines, and 331 sold over 1,000 wines.  

The median stores sold 1,005 wine products.  96 stores sold fewer than 500 wine products.  The 

store selling the fewest wines was in Philadelphia and sold only 99 wines. 

 The distribution of stores and the type of stores does more to determined the choices 

Pennsylvanians had than anything else.  The three types of retail outlets maintain vastly different 

wine inventories.  Pennsylvanians seeking quality wines gravitate towards the more widely spaced 

super and specialty stores to select wines.  The average Pennsylvanian, visiting their local regular 

store, has access to a selection of wines that far exceeds that found in many communities I have 

visited elsewhere in the United States.   



 County Level Analysis 

 Among the 67 counties the annual per capita wine expenditures ranged from $6.80 to 

$127.48 (Figure 13) and 0.95L and 18.19L (Figure 12).  As might be expected the highest volume 

stores are clustered in the most affluent counties.  Such a conclusion is, in part, a self-fulfilling 

prophecy in that the LCB stocks fewer wine choices in fewer locations in less affluent counties, of 

course they stock fewer items in those stores because they are unpopular in those places.   

With the above caveat we can evaluate the picture that emerges in Figures 12 and 13. Using 

expenditures (Figure 13), which largely reflect volume (Figure 12), counties were categorized into 

five clusters.  The expected patterns of consumption emerged within and between the clusters.  The 

first cluster, those counties with the highest per capita rates consists of suburban counties, the 

second grouping contains counties with cities (Allegheny = Pittsburgh; Lehigh = Allentown), the 

third cluster consists of counties with smaller cities (Dauphin = Harrisburg, Erie = Erie, 

Lackawanna = Scranton) and special economic circumstances (Montour, Centre, and Pike).  The 

fourth category is comprised of counties with per capita wine expenditures between $25 and $50 or 

about 3 to 6 liters.  These mostly central Pennsylvania counties generally consist of three or four 

towns with between 10, 000 and 25,000 people and between three and six stores.  The lowest level 

of consumption occurs in the 18 counties with less than three stores. 

Greater Philadelphia is a concentrated region of wine purchasing; while Philadelphia 

County itself is has fairly low levels of per capita consumption.  Berks, Bucks and Chester 

Counties, affluent suburban Philadelphia, have very high per capita sales.  There is a similar 

concentration around Harrisburg, the state capitol, in Cumberland, Adams, and Franklin Counties.  

 The special case counties of Centre, Montour and Pike counties in category three deserve 

special attention.  Montour County is very affluent because of the regional medical center located 



there.  In 2000 Montour County had less than 18,000 residents of which 423 were physicians. (This 

is seven times the state average number of physicians per 100,000 people.)  In addition to the 

physicians there are many other highly skilled and well compensated ancillary medical jobs in 

Montour County.  During the study period there were 131,248 units purchased during the study 

period for a per capita average of 7.3 units each.      

 Center County is the home to Penn State University.  The affluence of the administrators at 

that institution had a great deal to do with the level of super premium wine sales observed.  The 

thousands of students probably purchased large volumes of table wine observed.  In total they 

combine to make Centre County one of the higher per capita consuming counties. 

 Pike County is on the New York – New Jersey Border and sees significant numbers of 

tourists.  There are two main tourist attractions; the water activities of the Delaware Water Gap and 

the ski resorts in the adjacent Pocono Mountains.  Overnight guests at such facilities, in celebratory 

moods, are an assumed major component of county wine consumption. 

 Spatial Distribution of Wine Sales by store. 

 Voluminous wine sales, imported and domestic, concentrate in urban areas.  The cities of 

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, along with their suburbs, are easily discerned.  Smaller cities like 

Allentown, Wilkes-Barre & Scranton, Harrisburg, and Erie can also be seen on the maps.  Two 

locations violate this trend, Danville and State College.  Both are relatively small towns, but they 

have special populations making them more wine prone.  Danville is home to a major medical 

center.  State College, home to Penn State University, has a large concentration of Ph.D.s.  In both 

cases, a high proportion of the people near each store possess advanced degrees and more than 

average disposable income.   

 



Conclusions 

 Regardless of how the reader might feel about monopolies and privatization the PaLCB‟s 

control of the retail sale and distribution of wine provides an opportunity to study the wine 

consumption patterns of Pennsylvanians.  The incredibly small number of retail outlets (compared 

to open retail states) is countered by the wide range of wine choice available in medium and small 

communities.   

 The source analysis reveals both the regional and type preferences of Pennsylvanians in a 

directly comparable manner.  Extrapolating to the United States from Pennsylvania retail behavior 

we can estimate relative levels of national consumption of very popular individual products, the 

success of a marketing campaign/strategy, or source region marketing share. 

With nearly equal access to the same wine products statewide there is significant variability 

in the geographic distribution of per capita wine consumption.  Affluence seems to be the primary 

factor influencing consumption levels at the county scale.  Significant secondary factors naturally 

include religious and ethnic background of the county population.   

Attempts to analyze community level purchasing patterns are beyond the scope of this 

paper, but clearly offer opportunities for further research on consumer behavior in this area is 

needed at a finer scale.  
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Figure 1: County Population by number of county state stores, 2000 
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Table 1:  Distribution of State Stores by County 

 

Number 

Stores per 

County 

Number 

of 

Counties 

Mean 

Population 

Population 

per Store 

County Names 

1 9 30,139 

30,139 

Adams, Cameron, Fulton, Juniata, Mifflin, 

Montour, Snyder, Sullivan, Wyoming 

2 9 47,552 

23,776 

Bedford, Clinton, Columbia, Elk, Forest, Greene, 

Huntingdon, Perry, Pike Potter, Union 

3 4 47,631 15,877 Tioga, Venango, Warren, Wayne 

4 7 48,163 

12,041 

Clarion, Indiana, Jefferson, Lebanon, 

Northumberland, Somerset, Susquehanna 

5 7 92,005 

18,401 

Armstrong, Bradford, Carbon, Centre, Crawford, 

Franklin, Lawrence 

6 3 86,154 14,359 Blair, Clearfield, McKean 

7 1 120,293 17,185 Mercer 

8 1 120,044 15,005 Lycoming 

9 3 168,046 18,672 Beaver, Butler, Fayette 

10 2 178,180 17,818 Cumberland, Monroe 

11 2 170,792 15,526 Schuylkill, Washington 

12 2 209,832 17,486 Northampton, Cambria 

13 2 377,695 29,053 Berks, York 

14 1 213,295 15,235 Lackawanna 

15 1 280,843 18,722 Erie 

17 2 361,228 21,248 Dauphin, Lancaster 

19 1 312,090 16,425 Lehigh 

22 2 376,376 17,108 Luzerne, Chester 

23 1 369,993 16,087 Westmoreland 

24 1 550,864 22,953 Delaware 

33 1 597,635 18,110 Bucks 

37 1 750,097 20,273 Montgomery 

71 1 1,517,550 21,374 Philadelphia 

82 1 1,281,666 15,630 Allegheny 



 
Figure 2: Map depicting exact locations of each alcoholic beverage retail center in 

Pennsylvania. 

  



Figure 3:  Distance to State Store Map 

 

 
 

  



Figure 4: State Store types based on number of wines available at each retail outlet.  The 

large red dots indicate super stores and the green dots largely represent specialty stores. 

 

 
  



Table 2: Wine Sales in Pennsylvania by Vintner/Importer 

 

Name Total Units Liters  Total Value  

Value/ 

Liter 

ALL OTHERS          15,892,401 17,807,956 $170,268,475 9.56 

ALDCY               1,307,082 1,053,321 $22,432,151 21.30 

AVIMPORTS           250,200 209,561 $2,781,833 13.27 

BANFI               4,669,402 7,030,502 $44,243,274 6.29 

BRONCO              435,485 366,286 $5,153,851 14.07 

BROWN FORMAN        3,098,927 3,120,221 $40,474,964 12.97 

CMONDAVI            636,106 942,132 $8,171,429 8.67 

CONSTELLATION       17,937,028 31,584,631 $154,154,794 4.88 

DIAGEO              1,478,239 1,346,864 $19,409,307 14.41 

DREYFUS ASHBY       291,503 267,808 $3,141,469 11.73 

FORTUNE             231,654 173,740 $2,770,186 15.94 

FOSTERS             2,999,949 2,901,226 $34,698,147 11.96 

GALLO               12,634,172 21,586,363 $108,337,100 5.02 

KENDALL JACKSON     1,383,850 1,036,500 $18,304,249 17.66 

KOBRAND             510,748 432,397 $7,345,981 16.99 

LVMH                479,309 361,701 $17,040,335 47.11 

PALM BAY            1,654,836 2,065,769 $17,977,638 8.70 

PHILLIPS            19,214 14,411 . . 

RMONDAVI            5,052,518 5,754,273 $54,206,634 9.42 

ROYAL               57,054 42,791 $576,348 13.47 

SEBASTIANI          150,978 156,775 $1,992,492 12.71 

SOUTHCORP           1,252,554 1,121,860 $14,103,219 12.57 

TERLATO             66,355 49,012 $1,103,542 22.52 

TRINCHERO           4,181,144 4,842,490 $36,775,469 7.59 

USTOBACCO           1,368,305 1,126,390 $16,234,805 14.41 

VALCKENBERG         31,561 23,671 $329,671 13.93 

VINCOR              92,171 69,128 $1,036,187 14.99 

VINEYARD BRANDS     82,396 60,842 $957,630 15.74 

WINEGROUP           4,969,085 13,504,182 $46,961,035 3.48 

WYNDHAM             1,233,318 1,066,491 $13,527,719 12.68 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3 General PA LCB Wine Categories Described in Volume, Value and Liters
1
 

Number of Liters Total Value $ Value per Liter 

in $ 

General Wine 

Category 
Domestic         Import Domestic           Import Domestic   Import  

12,219,144       5,021,702  64,961,718       35,708,579      5.32           7.12 Beverage, 

Aperitifs, Kosher. 

  3,298,325          351,191  19,368,534         7,399,824      5.87         21.87 Dessert, Port, 

Sherry, sweet  

     347,392            58,044    1,871,747            829,738      5.39         14.29 Fruit Wines 

39,690,747       8,680,113 284,890,949    105,976,055      7.18         12.14 Red / Pink Wines 

21,538,446       6,696,224 179,414,638      82,388,054      8.33         12.30 White Wines 

  2,678,970       1,839,030   38,147,300      44,152,798    14.24         24.01 Sparkling wine, 

Champagne 

79,773,024     22,646,304 588,654,886    275,855,048    7.38        12.18 SUM 

 

Table 4: Country of wine origin compared by Volume, Value, and Liters  

 

                                                           
1
 The PLCB broadly categorize wine into six groups.  Wines grouped together at this level may have little in 

common and the categories are not necessarily non-overlapping.  Kosher wines, for example, are often also made 

from fruits other than grapes, but Kosher takes preference.  Kosher plum wines are assigned to the Kosher group, 

while Japanese plum wine is housed among the fruit wines.   

 

Country Volume 

(L) 

Value  $ Units Mean  

$ / L 

Liters/ 

Unit 

Argentina 440,479 $3,009,889 340,202 $6.83 1.29 

Australia 2,842,744 $35,974,078 3,274,162 $12.65 .87 

Bulgaria 2,150 a 2,867 . .75 

Canada 270 $1,619 90 $6.00 3.00 

Chile 3,124,302 $22,924,504 2,358,592 $7.34 1.32 

France 3,445,531 $55,065,865 3,623,174 $15.98 .95 

Germany 707,670 $6,926,902 735,887 $9.79 .96 

Greece 14,406 $134,991 16,895 $9.37 .85 

Hungary 32,376 $301,570 43,168 $9.31 .75 

Ireland 7,962 $148,518 10,616 $18.65 .75 

Israel 29,218 $362,876 38,957 $12.42 .75 

Italy 14,487,624 $128,473,860 12,081,503 $8.87 1.20 

Japan 107,284 $1,217,182 117,315 $11.35 .91 

New Zealand 48,114 $529,463 64,152 $11.00 .75 

Portugal 269,993 $3,725,579 289,551 $13.80 .93 

Romania 38,550 $335,908 51,400 $8.71 .75 

Slovenia 165,908 $872,673 110,605 $5.26 1.50 

South Africa 194,090 $1,578,151 162,578 $8.13 1.19 

Spain 773,011 $10,517,575 942,428 $13.61 .82 

SUM 

          AVG 

26,731,680 

 

$272,101,203 24,264,142 

10.18 

 

1.10 

a Data missing      



 

 

Table 5: Pennsylvania and USA wine imports compared.
2
    s 

Rank US Import Liters  PA Imports Liters 

1   Italy 170,126,000  Italy 12,050,042 

2   Australia 73,465,000  France 3,170,518 

3   France 102,867,000  Australia 2,577,213 

4   Chile 51,841,000  Chile 2,498,092 

5   Spain 21,376,000  Spain 700,321 

6   Germany 13,088,000  Germany 685,808 

7   Argentina 12,287,000  Argentina 359,935 

8   Portugal 8,511,000  Portugal 254,096 

9   New Zealand 3,438,000  Slovenia 159,611 

10   South Africa 2,612,000  South Africa 149,556 

11    Japan 64,752 

12    New Zealand 42,107 

13    Romania 38,618 

14    Hungary 32,013 

15    Israel 28,844 

16    Greece 13,707 

17    Ireland 7,854 

18    Bulgaria 3,197 

19    Canada 2,640 
 

 

 
  

                                                           
2
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Figure 4: Maps depicting liters and value of international wine imports into Pennsylvania , 2000-2. 

 



Figure 7: Mean Value of Imported wine by Country of Origin
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Table 6: Summary of Domestic Wine Sales in Pennsylvania by State 

 

State Liters Value Units $/L 

CA 58,272,800 $460,282,464 42,121,941  $    7.90  

NY 5,797,762 $29,134,673 3,427,535  $    5.03  

WA 971,487 $16,616,652 1,415,477  $   17.10  

PA 270,617 $2,960,013 350,708  $   10.94  

OH 12,810 $140,263 19,508  $   10.95  

ID 1,310 $14,472 1,767  $   11.05  

US 14,234,696 $79,112,794 12,436,307  $    5.56  

TOTAL 79,561,482 $588,261,331 59,773,243  $    7.39 

 

Table 7: Domestic and Imported Wine Sold in Pennsylvania by Wine type. 

Number of Domestic wines by Wine Cateogry  

Code Flavored Fruit Table Vintage 
Beverage, Aperitifs, Kosher. 12 76 58 3 
Dessert, Port, Sherry, sweet    59  
Fruit Wines  9 7  
Red / Pink Wines   255 401 
White Wines 2 4 123 277 
Sparkling wine, Champagne  5 72 1 

Total 14 94 572 682 

 

  Number of Imported wines by Wine Category 

Code Flavored Fruit Table Vintage 
Beverage, Aperitifs, Kosher. 19 21 44 4 
Dessert, Port, Sherry, sweet    21 19 
Fruit Wines  4   
Red / Pink Wines   79 438 
White Wines 1 3 52 312 
Sparkling wine, Champagne  1 53 32 

Total 20 29 249 805 

 

 

Table 8:  Top Ten Selling Wine Types   

Region WINE Liters Value $ Units $/L L/unit 
CA White Zinfandel 14,356,252.2 $79,158,585 8,858,239 5.51 1.62 

CA Chardonnay 12,036,617.5 $116,004,684 9,552,610 9.64 1.26 

CA Chablis 7,262,684.25 $20,951,742 2,094,794 2.88 3.47 

CA Merlot 5,600,750.46 $57,616,465 4,690,258 10.29 1.19 

US Beverage 5,463,172.50 $33,797,151 5,167,027 6.19 1.06 

CA Cab Sauvignon 5,315,666.93 $59,280,128 4,579,692 11.15 1.16 

Import Beverage 5,193,901.50 $27,632,143 3,102,013 5.32 1.67 

Italian White 3,892,782.75 $40,560,465 3,506,442 10.42 1.11 

CA Blush 3,388,112.75 $10,122,823 1,031,422 2.99 3.28 

CA Burgundy 3,332,306.25 $11,640,777 1,128,347 3.49 2.95 

 



Table 9: Imported Wine Groups with over 250,000 units sold. 

Rank Imported Wine Group Name Units Sold 

6 WHITE - ITALIAN          3,551,177 

9   RED - ITALIAN            2,088,685 

10 RED - AUSTRALIAN         2,070,688 

11 RED - CHILEAN 1,741,853 

12 SPARKLING WINES - ITALIAN  1,496,780 

18 WHITE - AUSTRALIAN       1,235,759 

21 CLARET - FRENCH          1,094,097 

23 CHIANTI - ITALIAN        1,019,669 

24 RED - FRENCH             1,007,072 

29 WHITE - FRENCH           789,862 

32 WHITE - CHILEAN          629,956 

37 CHAMPAGNE    FRANCE            501,296 

39 SPARKLING WINES-SPANISH 466,469 

40 VERMOUTH - DRY - ITALIAN           418,714 

45 RHINE  - GERMAN                   358,345 

46 WHITE  - GERMAN           344,343 

 

 

Table 10: Summary of wine by Pennsylvania quality designation 

Quality Volume L units Value $ $ / L 

Flavored 1,146,768 1,460,315 9,664,841 8.43 

Fruit 7,275,039 6,784,515 41,245,190 5.67 

Table 58,366,122 34,259,921 325,236,173 5.57 

Vintage 35,658,845 41,942,788 488,363,729 13.70 

 

Table 11:  US Generic Wines categorized 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category Fruit Table Total 

Beverage 31 15 46 

Kosher 14 16 30 

Coolers 12 3 15 

Specialties 13 19 32 

Sparkling  10 10 

Port  7 7 

Other 6 27 47 

TOTAL 76 97 184 



 
Figure 8: Value of Ten Largest Selling Varietal Wines as a Percent of Total Value.   
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Table 12:  Grape Variety Sales Characteristics in Pennsylvania 
 

VARIETY RETAIL SUM UNITS LITERS $ VALUE  $ / Liter L / Unit % retail 

ALVARINHO 9808 10060 7356 83,270 11.32 0.731 0.975 

AMARONE 15217 18691 11412.75 473,885 41.52 0.611 0.814 

BARBARESCO 51 51 38.25 1,427 37.32 0.75 1 

BARBERA 15919 16763 14007.75 185,407 13.24 0.836 0.95 

BARDOLINO 67525 69484 79224.75 773,856 9.77 1.14 0.972 

BAROLO 8780 11161 6585 309,233 46.96 0.59 0.787 

BLEND 13360496 15447841 27272498.3 141,255,946 5.18 1.765 0.865 

BORD BLANC 22160 23835 16620 187,321 11.27 0.697 0.93 

BRUNELLO 2807 3673 2105.25 112,252 53.32 0.573 0.764 

CAB FRANC 6182 6509 4636.5     0.712 0.95 

CATAWBA 154859 156952 348526.5 1,361,957 3.91 2.221 0.987 

CAYUGA 530 530 397.5 4,288 10.79 0.75 1 

CHAMBERTIN 2855 3227 2141.25 74,201 34.65 0.664 0.885 

CHARDONNAY 10263243 12881198 12922760.1 122,312,166 9.46 1.003 0.797 

CHENIN BLANC 101715 104418 119715.75 781,754 6.53 1.147 0.974 

CHIANTI 1157564 1410025 2016931.5 14,181,606 7.03 1.43 0.821 

CONCORD 1125328 1144594 1671868 7,766,921 4.65 1.461 0.983 

CSAUVIGNON 5613858 6889140 6184502.83 70,801,456 11.45 0.898 0.815 

DOLCETTO 5013 5319 3759.75 70,132 18.65 0.707 0.942 

FORTIFIED 2057313 2402408 3346212.88 19,241,422 5.75 1.393 0.856 

FR COLOMBARD 54692 55447 133458 495,343 3.71 2.407 0.986 

FRASCATI 65233 70183 77990.25 709,732 9.10 1.111 0.929 

GAMAY 636643 674841 575836.5 6,347,423 11.02 0.853 0.943 

GATTINARA 141 162 105.75 3,383 31.99 0.653 0.87 

GAVIA 385 492 288.75 5,001 17.32 0.587 0.783 

GEWURZTRA 133797 144173 100347.75 1,285,351 12.81 0.696 0.928 

GRENACHE 515525 521030 2386766.5 6,285,879 2.63 4.581 0.989 

HERITAGE 2800 2926 2100 13,972 6.65 0.718 0.957 

HERMITAGE 4627 5181 3470.25 58,254 16.79 0.67 0.893 

LAMBRUSCO 1244434 1607918 2188907.25 11,797,738 5.39 1.361 0.774 

MACABEO 12365 13146 9273.75 101,245 10.92 0.705 0.941 

MADEIRA 45835 85966 34376.25 309,661 9.01 0.4 0.533 

MALBEC 24812 25319 18609 278,694 14.98 0.735 0.98 

MARSALA 192775 404136 164832.75 1,331,149 8.08 0.408 0.477 

MEADE 10472 10770 7854 146,503 18.65 0.729 0.972 

MERLOT 6608993 8288814 7724797.78 75,020,616 9.71 0.932 0.797 

MEURSAULT 580 654 435 19,192 44.12 0.665 0.887 

MONTALCINO 34324 97645 38906.25 540,700 13.90 0.398 0.352 

MONTEPULC 126013 142452 175040.25 1,214,151 6.94 1.229 0.885 

MUSC BIANCO 1298541 1408613 1128562.23 16,107,701 14.27 0.801 0.922 

MUSCAT 177175 189498 231079.75 1,576,721 6.82 1.219 0.935 

NIAGARA 126962 129256 188849.25 1,110,497 5.88 1.461 0.982 

ORVIETO 24864 28107 18648 232,335 12.46 0.663 0.885 

PETIT SIRAH 17818 19523 13363.5 220,574 16.51 0.685 0.913 

PINOT GRIGIO 2240877 2794182 2467034.25 26,112,349 10.58 0.883 0.802 

PINOT GRIS 9622 14189 7216.5 153,371 21.25 0.509 0.678 

PINOT NOIR 625057 719635 543747.75 7,933,619 14.59 0.756 0.869 

PINOTAGE 14251 14524 10688.25 128,116 11.99 0.736 0.981 

PRIMITIVO 7021 7183 5265.75 176   0.733 0.977 

PROSECCO 307 307 230.25     0.75 1 

RETSINA 6623 7185 6623 52,918 7.99 0.922 0.922 



RIESLING 1522262 1645159 2278978.5 14,458,166 6.34 1.385 0.925 

SALENTINO 1680 1770 1260 20,815 16.52 0.712 0.949 

SANGIOVESE 132620 150563 138198.75 1,262,220 9.13 0.918 0.881 

SANGRIA 537565 549430 777255 4,317,300 5.55 1.415 0.978 

SAUTERNE 47117 74701 142514 442,516 3.11 1.908 0.631 

SAUVIGNON 
BLANC 1586922 1736147 1620955.5 15,526,486 9.58 0.934 0.914 

SEMILLON 11119 11563 8339.25 92,499 11.09 0.721 0.962 

SEYVAL BLANC 588 588 441 5,874 13.32 0.75 1 

SHIRAZ 795796 892404 693794.25 9,100,390 13.12 0.777 0.892 

SOAVE 97869 104559 140135.25 1,187,084 8.47 1.34 0.936 

TEMPRANILLO 86760 90036 66199.5 1,128,273 17.04 0.735 0.964 

TOKAY 9601 10098 28429.75 83,721 2.94 2.815 0.951 

TOSCANO 16855 17394 12641.25     0.727 0.969 

TREBBIANO 35494 38363 53241 319,091 5.99 1.388 0.925 

VALPOLICELLA 221525 256358 258612.75 2,514,312 9.72 1.009 0.864 

VERDICCHIO 10461 11553 7845.75 94,044 11.99 0.679 0.905 

VERMOUTH 1191744 1401228 1074664.75 7,807,354 7.26 0.767 0.85 

VERNACCIA 7709 8660 5781.75 69,304 11.99 0.668 0.89 

VIDAL BLANC 5875 5881 4406.25 41,911 9.51 0.749 0.999 

VIGNOLES 4291 4293 3218.25 36,134 11.23 0.75 1 

VIOGNIER 11006 11665 8254.5 131,962 15.99 0.708 0.944 

ZINFANDEL 7828288 9891426 12425677.4 71,976,034 5.79 1.256 0.791 

 

Table 13: Volume by wine sold in Pennsylvania 

Wine Name       2 year Liters 

1 SUTTER HOME CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL 2,397,130 

2 CARLO ROSSI PAISANO CAL. RED WINE 2,053,015 

3 RIUNITE IMP. LAMBRUSCO 1,855,931 

4 FRANZIA CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL WINETAP 1,691,230 

5 FRANZIA CAL. SUNSET BLUSH WINETAP 1,537,535 

6 ALMADEN CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL 1,268,969 

7 ALMADEN CAL. MOUNTAIN WHITE CHABLIS 1,174,957 

8 WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. CHARDONNAY 1,154,405 

9 RICHARDS WILD IRISH ROSE 1,147,961 

10 FRANZIA CAL. WHITE GRENACHE WINETAP 1,118,580 

11 FRANZIA CAL. CHABLIS WINETAP 1,069,335 

12 ALMADEN CAL. CHARDONNAY 998,119 

13 ARBOR MIST EXOTIC FRUITS WHITE ZINFANDEL 951,350 

14 WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL 951,246 

15 BERINGER CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL 927,945 

16 CAVIT IMP. PINOT GRIGIO 913,566 

17 CARLO ROSSI CAL. CHABLIS 884,944 

18 ERNEST & JULIO GALLO TWIN VALLEY CAL WH ZINFANDEL 865,669 

19 TAYLOR N. Y. PORT 844,988 

20 FRANZIA CAL. CHILLABLE RED WINETAP 798,170 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 14:  Dollar value of top 20 wines in Pennsylvania.  

   

   Wine Name           2 year dollars 

1 SUTTER HOME CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                          21,483,941  

2 RIUNITE IMP. LAMBRUSCO                                    13,602,992  

3 WOODBRIDGE MONDAVI CAL. CHARDONNAY              12,267,505  

4 CAVIT IMP. PINOT GRIGIO                                   10,370,465  

5 MARTINI & ROSSI IMP. ASTI SPUMANTE                        10,086,357  

6 BERINGER CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                             10,028,440  

7 KENDALL JACKSON VINTNER'S RESERVE CAL. CHARDONNAY          9,510,096  

8 WOODBRIDGE MONDAVI CAL. CABERNET SAUVIGNON          7,451,267  

9 WOODBRIDGE MONDAVI CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL          7,211,209  

10 ERNEST & JULIO GALLO TWIN VALLEY CAL WH ZINFANDEL          6,696,408  

11 KORBEL CAL. BRUT CHAMPAGNE                                 6,627,981  

12 CARLO ROSSI PAISANO CAL. RED WINE                          6,595,501  

13 ARBOR MIST EXOTIC FRUITS WHITE ZINFANDEL                   6,318,453  

14 ALMADEN CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                               5,971,957  

15 SUTTER HOME CAL. CHARDONNAY                                5,686,716  

16 FRANZIA CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL WINETAP                       5,659,597  

17 TAYLOR N. Y. PORT                                          5,598,046  

18 MOET & CHANDON WHITE STAR EXTRA DRY CHAMPAGNE         5,258,013  

19 ARBOR MIST STRAWBERRY WHITE ZINFANDEL                      5,141,017  

20 FETZER SUNDIAL CAL. CHARDONNAY                             5,107,625  

 

 

Table 15:  Top 20 Retail Selling Wines In Units 

 

SUTTER HOME CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                   2,033,115 

RIUNITE IMP. LAMBRUSCO                             991,726 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. CHARDONNAY       936,598 

BERINGER CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                      905,101 

ARBOR MIST EXOTIC FRUITS WHITE ZINFANDEL           889,124 

RICHARDS WILD IRISH ROSE                           762,276 

CAVIT IMP. PINOT GRIGIO                            750,582 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL  745,770 

ARBOR MIST STRAWBERRY WHITE ZINFANDEL              732,490 

MARTINI & ROSSI IMP. ASTI SPUMANTE                 681,395 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO TWIN VALLEY CAL WH ZINFANDEL  672,699 

CARLO ROSSI PAISANO CAL. RED WINE                  625,625 

WOODBRIDGE ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. CABERNET SAUVIGNON  554,208 

TAYLOR N. Y. PORT                                  497,570 

KENDALL JACKSON VINTNER'S RESERVE CAL. CHARDONNAY  492,779 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. SAUVIGNON BLANC  487,070 

ARBOR MIST BLACKBERRY MERLOT                       441,829 

SUTTER HOME CAL. CHARDONNAY                        429,903 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. MERLOT           395,409 

KORBEL CAL. BRUT CHAMPAGNE                         379,946 

 



Table 16: Top 20 License Sellers by Units 
SUTTER HOME CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                   517,146 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO COPPERIDGE CAL. CHARDONNAY    386,533 

RIUNITE IMP. LAMBRUSCO                             344,603 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO COPPERIDGE CAL. WH. ZINFANDEL 254,020 

BERINGER CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL                      248,085 

KENDALL JACKSON VINTNER'S RESERVE CAL. CHARDONNAY  239,330 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. CHARDONNAY       186,433 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO COPPERIDGE CAL. CAB. SAUV.    171,080 

CAVIT IMP. PINOT GRIGIO                            168,122 

WOODBRIDGE ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. CABERNET SAUVIGNON  164,246 

ANDRE CAL. CHAMPAGNE                               163,172 

WALNUT CREST IMP. MERLOT                           147,046 

WOODBRIDGE BY ROBERT MONDAVI CAL. WHITE ZINFANDEL  145,143 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO TWIN VALLEY CAL WH ZINFANDEL  142,925 

ERNEST & JULIO GALLO COPPERIDGE IMP. MERLOT        138,202 

TAYLOR N. Y. PORT                                  123,729 

CARLO ROSSI CAL. CHABLIS                           115,884 

GREAT WESTERN N. Y. EXTRA DRY CHAMPAGNE            111,169 

SUTTER HOME CAL. CHARDONNAY                        102,812 

RIUNITE IMP. BIANCO                                93,556 

 

 

Table 17:  License Sales Characteristics by Select Varieties 

 Chardonnay Merlot White 

Zinfandel 

Cabernet 

Sauvignon 

Top Wine by Volume Woodbridge 

by Mondavi 

Gallo 

Copperidge 

Sutter Home Woodbridge by 

Mondavi 

Top Wine by  Varietal 

% sold to licensees 

Eagle Creek Pacific Cliffs Salmon Point Timber Ridge 

# with more than 1% of 

total 

40 44 27 49 

# with more than 1% 

imported 

5 13 0 14 

Total license Liters 3,859,230 1,530,494 1,006,720 803,031 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

Figure 9: Time Series cyclic sales patterns of selected wine types 
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Figure 10:  Imported wine sales at six intervals during the study period.  Statistic 

mapped is the number of imported wine units sold by store. 

 

            a) Period 26  September – October 2000 

b) Period 23 Christmas 2000 

c) Period 16 

 d) Period 11  Christmas 2001 

 e) Period 05 

 f) Period 01   August – September 2002 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



      
 

 



 

 



  
 

  



 
 Figure 11 Volume of Wine Sales by County 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 Figure 12: Per capita wine consumption by county. 



  
Figure 13: Per Capita wine expenditures by county. 
 
  



Appendix: Grape Variety by value & volume 

VARIETY 

WS 

PRICE 

WS 

POINT RETAIL SUM 

LICENSE 

SUM UNITS LITERS $ VALUE  L / Unit $ / Liter 

ALMOND     41,591 391 41,982 58,078 228,921 1.38 3.94 

ALVARINHO 7 82 9,808 252 10,060 7,356 83,270 0.73 11.32 

AMARONE 47 88 15,217 3,474 18,691 11,413 473,885 0.61 41.52 

APPLE     58,427 760 59,187 81,176 518,198 1.37 6.38 

BANANA     135,990 619 136,609 101,993 542,600 0.75 5.32 

BARBARESCO 63 91 51 0 51 38 1,427 0.75 37.32 

BARBERA 19 85 15,919 844 16,763 14,008 185,407 0.84 13.24 

BARDOLINO     67,525 1,959 69,484 79,225 773,856 1.14 9.77 

BAROLO 49 88 8,780 2,381 11,161 6,585 309,233 0.59 46.96 

BERRY     697,496 27,139 724,635 843,785 3,732,850 1.16 4.42 

BLACKBERRY     1,126,580 24,621 1,151,201 1,395,134 8,070,340 1.21 5.78 

BLEND 32 86 13,360,496 2,087,345 15,447,841 27,272,498 141,255,946 1.77 5.18 

BORD BLANC     22,160 1,675 23,835 16,620 187,321 0.70 11.27 

BRUNELLO 65 93 2,807 866 3,673 2,105 112,252 0.57 53.32 

CAB FRANC     6,182 327 6,509 4,637   0.71 0.00 

CATAWBA     154,859 2,093 156,952 348,527 1,361,957 2.22 3.91 

CAYUGA     530 0 530 398 4,288 0.75 10.79 

CHAMBERTIN 14 84 2,855 372 3,227 2,141 74,201 0.66 34.65 

CHARDONNAY 16 84 10,263,243 2,617,955 12,881,198 12,922,760 122,312,166 1.00 9.46 

CHENIN BLANC   101,715 2,703 104,418 119,716 781,754 1.15 
6.53 

CHERRY     355,479 7,268 362,747 401,886 1,911,558 1.11 4.76 

CHIANTI 14 83 1,157,564 252,461 1,410,025 2,016,932 14,181,606 1.43 7.03 

CONCORD     1,125,328 19,266 1,144,594 1,671,868 7,766,921 1.46 4.65 

CRANBERRY     212,560 1,582 214,142 225,614 1,462,555 1.05 6.48 

CSAUVIGNON 22 84 5,613,858 1,275,282 6,889,140 6,184,503 70,801,456 0.90 11.45 

DOLCETTO 21 85 5,013 306 5,319 3,760 70,132 0.71 18.65 

ELDERBERRY     40,932 216 41,148 30,699 204,251 0.75 6.65 

FORTIFIED 21 88 2,057,313 345,095 2,402,408 3,346,213 19,241,422 1.39 5.75 

FR COLOMBARD   54,692 755 55,447 133,458 495,343 2.41 
3.71 

FRASCATI     65,233 4,950 70,183 77,990 709,732 1.11 9.10 

GAMAY 9 84 636,643 38,198 674,841 575,837 6,347,423 0.85 11.02 

GATTINARA 35 86 141 21 162 106 3,383 0.65 31.99 

GAVIA     385 107 492 289 5,001 0.59 17.32 

GEWURZTRA 13 86 133,797 10,376 144,173 100,348 1,285,351 0.70 12.81 

GRAPEFRUIT     16,986 55 17,041 25,479 94,952 1.50 3.73 

GRENACHE     515,525 5,505 521,030 2,386,767 6,285,879 4.58 2.63 

HERITAGE     2,800 126 2,926 2,100 13,972 0.72 6.65 

HERMITAGE     4,627 554 5,181 3,470 58,254 0.67 16.79 

KIR     7,471 14 7,485 5,603 48,487 0.75 8.65 

KIWI     154,335 498 154,833 117,511 608,925 0.76 5.18 

LAMBRUSCO     1,244,434 363,484 1,607,918 2,188,907 11,797,738 1.36 5.39 

LEMON     150,329 355 150,684 203,855 871,777 1.35 4.28 

LIME     10,777 28 10,805 8,083 43,000 0.75 5.32 

MACABEO     12,365 781 13,146 9,274 101,245 0.71 10.92 

MADEIRA 19 88 45,835 40,131 85,966 34,376 309,661 0.40 9.01 



MALBEC     24,812 507 25,319 18,609 278,694 0.73 14.98 

MARSALA     192,775 211,361 404,136 164,833 1,331,149 0.41 8.08 

 

MEADE     10,472 298 10,770 7,854 146,503 0.73 18.65 

MELON     196,330 772 197,102 204,111 1,343,215 1.04 6.58 

MERLOT 15 84 6,608,993 1,679,821 8,288,814 7,724,798 75,020,616 0.93 9.71 

MEURSAULT 37 78 580 74 654 435 19,192 0.67 44.12 

MONTALCINO 62 91 34,324 63,321 97,645 38,906 540,700 0.40 13.90 

MONTEPULC     126,013 16,439 142,452 175,040 1,214,151 1.23 6.94 

MUSC BIANCO     1,298,541 110,072 1,408,613 1,128,562 16,107,701 0.80 14.27 

MUSCAT     177,175 12,323 189,498 231,080 1,576,721 1.22 6.82 

NIAGARA     126,962 2,294 129,256 188,849 1,110,497 1.46 5.88 

ORANGE     234,716 710 235,426 244,281 1,137,582 1.04 4.66 

ORVIETO 10 84 24,864 3,243 28,107 18,648 232,335 0.66 12.46 

OTHER 36 87 1,352,969 63,292 1,416,261 1,807,293 7,984,867 1.28 4.42 

PEACH     1,012,555 10,085 1,022,640 1,065,421 5,577,187 1.04 5.23 

PETIT SIRAH     17,818 1,705 19,523 13,364 220,574 0.68 16.51 

PINOT BLANC     1 0 1 1   0.75 0.00 

PINOT GRIGIO 13 82 2,240,877 553,305 2,794,182 2,467,034 26,112,349 0.88 10.58 

PINOT GRIS 16 85 9,622 4,567 14,189 7,217 153,371 0.51 21.25 

PINOT NOIR 23 84 625,057 94,578 719,635 543,748 7,933,619 0.76 14.59 

PINOTAGE     14,251 273 14,524 10,688 128,116 0.74 11.99 

PLUM     52,099 18,803 70,902 45,926 528,783 0.65 11.51 

PRIMITIVO 10 86 7,021 162 7,183 5,266 176 0.73 0.03 

PROSECCO     307 0 307 230   0.75 0.00 

RASPBERRY     582,860 16,815 599,675 586,499 3,243,321 0.98 5.53 

RETSINA     6,623 562 7,185 6,623 52,918 0.92 7.99 

RIESLING 11 84 1,522,262 122,897 1,645,159 2,278,979 14,458,166 1.39 6.34 

SAKE     82,237 32,212 114,449 113,781 918,771 0.99 8.07 

SALENTINO     1,680 90 1,770 1,260 20,815 0.71 16.52 

SANGIOVESE 14 84 132,620 17,943 150,563 138,199 1,262,220 0.92 9.13 

SANGRIA     537,565 11,865 549,430 777,255 4,317,300 1.41 5.55 

SAUTERNE     47,117 27,584 74,701 142,514 442,516 1.91 3.11 

SAUVIGNON BLANC 11 85 1,586,922 149,225 1,736,147 1,620,956 15,526,486 0.93 9.58 

SEMILLON 9 84 11,119 444 11,563 8,339 92,499 0.72 11.09 

SEYVAL BLANC   588 0 588 441 5,874 0.75 
13.32 

SHIRAZ 13 85 795,796 96,608 892,404 693,794 9,100,390 0.78 13.12 

SOAVE 8 78 97,869 6,690 104,559 140,135 1,187,084 1.34 8.47 

STRAWBERRY     1,488,581 22,683 1,511,264 1,585,020 9,016,050 1.05 5.69 

TANGERINE     19,550 31 19,581 14,663 78,005 0.75 5.32 

TEMPRANILLO 26 85 86,760 3,276 90,036 66,200 1,128,273 0.74 17.04 

TOKAY     9,601 497 10,098 28,430 83,721 2.82 2.94 

TOSCANO 11 84 16,855 539 17,394 12,641   0.73 0.00 

TREBBIANO     35,494 2,869 38,363 53,241 319,091 1.39 5.99 

TROPICAL     1,169,548 15,016 1,184,564 1,234,036 7,821,780 1.04 6.34 

VALPOLICELLA 12 84 221,525 34,833 256,358 258,613 2,514,312 1.01 9.72 

VERDICCHIO 9 84 10,461 1,092 11,553 7,846 94,044 0.68 11.99 

VERMOUTH     1,191,744 209,484 1,401,228 1,074,665 7,807,354 0.77 7.26 

VERNACCIA 12 81 7,709 951 8,660 5,782 69,304 0.67 11.99 



VIDAL BLANC     5,875 6 5,881 4,406 41,911 0.75 9.51 

VIGNOLES     4,291 2 4,293 3,218 36,134 0.75 11.23 

VIOGNIER     11,006 659 11,665 8,255 131,962 0.71 15.99 

ZINFANDEL 17 84 7,828,288 2,063,138 9,891,426 12,425,677 71,976,034 1.26 5.79 

 


